DETAILS OF INFRINGEMENT / INCIDENT (RELAYS) - (IAAF/UKA) – OUTDOOR 2018

EVENT: ................................ Heat No: ................................ Semi-final No: ................................ Final: ................................ Comp No: ....................... Lane No ............

Umpiring Position No: .................... Umpire's Name ................................ Signed ................................ Lap number ............

Please indicate on track plan the exact position of the infringement/incident

ITO Signature: _________________________ Name: ________________

163.2 Impeded competitor No............... (Details below or on reverse)
163.3a Ran on or over lane line (...... strides for ...... metres)
163.3b Ran on or over kerb or line marking inside border (... strides for ... metres)
163.5 Broke ...... metres before Break Line
163.6 Voluntarily left track for ...... strides/metres on Lap No......
170.6a Running/finishing race without the baton
170.6b Fault with carrying baton (e.g. using gloves/substances on hands)
170.6c Fault with recovering a dropped baton
170.7 Baton passed outside takeover zone (before / after)
170.9 Taking the baton from another team
170.10 Running more than 1 leg / using more than 2 substitutes
170.19 Starting outside takeover zone
170.20 Exchanging positions before takeover (Medley, 4x400m)
170.21 Jostling / obstruction at takeover
144.2 Received assistance (Details below or on reverse)
125.5 Unsporting or improper behaviour (Details on reverse)

Other infringement/incident (Details below or on reverse)